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Reading this book will intellectually be very challenging and that fact is
undeniably true. However, I found that the ordinary persons with a scholastic
physics background cope with the difficult explaining much better than does
Super-Educated-Masters. The Super-Educated-Masters have preset conditions
they prescribe to information and they can’t break their mould. The purpose
with which I wrote this book is to get around the network of Super-EducatedMasters who strangle any form of science that does not fit their liking. If what
anyone says does not stroke with what the Brainy Bunch who controls
physics agree with or echo their thinking, they just smother all intellectual
publication on the grounds that it is not fitting their profile on science. I
disagree most strongly but I do also supply proof thereof where Mainstream
Science blocks the publishing of my views on science that does not
compliment their views. If you believe science is more accurate than God, then
live your fantasy out and don’t read further. If you want to know the truth about
how students and the public are brainwashed by mind control in
science this will wake you from your slumber. Read this and wake from the
culture you believe in and into which science has lulled you and made you
accept science as the truth by instating it as a culture. What you read I prove
even in this book and I dare any one to prove otherwise or reprimand me.
You are going to read some mathematics in equations and expressions in
mathematical formulas placed to defend my position but if you don’t
like it then just skip the mathematics because the content and grounds the
mathematics proof or disprove is not important and it is there to disprove the
Brainy Bunch. It is there not to scare readers away but to silence the Brainy
Bunch critics by showing them the foolishness of their arguments. By using
mathematics the Brainy Bunch have been cheating the public and have been
brainwashing students for centuries. That cheating is how they do it and I have
to show and uncover the dishonesty in mathematics.
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I disprove most of the view science has on cosmology which is the science on stars
and galactica and how the Universe formed. I start by introducing a new view on how
gravity applies and from there dismiss most of popular claims on science. Any
person that challenges me on the legitimacy of content given within this book, please
do so any time. However, do so on the grounds of all the information provided in this
book. What I say is don’t be opinionated and then reject on what is culture but inform
yourself with what I provide and then gauge what I say in relation to the half truths
mainstream physics provide.
To whom it may concern:
I am P.S.J Schutte, nicknamed Peet. Being a white South African my mother tongue
is Afrikaans and my second language is English. My language standard used might
not quite meet your Shakespearian expectations and some spelling errors might
have slipped through cracks but it is not the art of language I try to promote but it is
the art that science hides the truth in perfection by never disclosing information they
prefer not to reveal and never to divulging the entire overall picture about what it is
that science know and don’t know. Science forever hide the truth of any subject
behind this veneer that the public is too stupid to understand and therefore they
disclose their opinions about whatever field they wish to promote and not telling is
because they know all. It is the information about the unbelievable oversight of
Newtonian mistakes I disclose that proves how they keep the oversight of Newtonian
mistakes silent and why they don’t divulge that which they keep silent about. It is
about them never committing to the entire story by giving an all-round presentation of
everything anyone would require to know to be in a position to evaluate. I have done
a study that took me since 1977 and in 2000 I had enough information to present a
complete theory on explaining the cosmos in a much more sensible manner. With al
the facts I concluded in my decades long study I started to look for a publisher. To
my shock I realised that to find a publisher willing to take on mainstream physics is
not that easy and to get published on information that presents everyone in physics
as the fools that know nothing about everything they say they know is an uphill battle
AS I introduce myself I do so again: I am P.S.J Schutte, nicknamed Peet. Being a
white South African my mother tongue is Afrikaans and my second language is
English. As I said before my name is Peet Schutte. I do find much pride in my status
as being Afrikaner and would like to have my names used by pronouncing it in the
manner Afrikaans dictates…therefore I would sincerely appreciate the courtesy when
readers will take note that my name and last name are pronounced in Afrikaans,
which is originally from Dutch and must be pronounced that way. Peet one would
pronounce “here” which is the closest English to the pronouncing of the “ee”. The
“Sch” in Schutte is pronounced exactly as school is where both actually are
pronounced Skutte or “skool”. By pronouncing my name in Afrikaans you do me
the utmost courtesy any one can. Being an Afrikaner is what I am most proud of.
Gravity is the movement of material within spece allowing space and not material to
move. To all those pea brain simple-minded children that criticized my first two books
that I published with Paradise Publishing I guess not one of you would be able to
read any of this work either but that did not stop you the first time from getting all
opinionated because your opening remark usually was “I did not complete the book
but…” and then you go on to show the world what a simple-minded low intellect
opinion you developed and your opinion did not support any understanding about
what you read in my work but instead of being able to follow the writing in detail. To
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you and those that is so self-assured to be fools I give the following advise: get
educated about physics before you get so opinionated about my work. No harm was
done but you need an intellect to follow what I say which is obviously absent when
reading your remarks. Remember there is thousands of better-educated people
reading your remarks and they understand what they read unlike you do but they
also see what blatant fools you make of your self by having such stupidity displayed.
Many years ago the catalyst that made me first become an the author was reading of
a remark Einstein made about his realisation whiles being a patent clerk. Einstein
realised that had Einstein fell from the window of the patent office Einstein would feel
as if he was as weightless as a chair and a pen falling alongside Einstein down the
building. Remember this was three years after the Wright brothers got an airplane
flying and things in general as far as information being available at the time was a lot
different from what is going around today. He saw himself go flying for the first time
by forming a picture in his imagination and a five-story building was very advanced.
I then realised Einstein felt weightless because he was falling and part of falling was
feeling what was happening to him. He was not pretending to fall whereby he then
would feel as if…if he did fall he was really falling and with that there is no as ifs.
What he experienced came by means of what he was experiencing. If Einstein was
experiencing weightless ness, it would be because he was weightless while falling.
Einstein would not imagine the weightless ness because Einstein was truly falling.
He was at that moment truly weightless. Einstein, the pen, and the chair had the
same weight since they were all weighing the same. All three items would be equally
weightless during the falling…that was what Galileo found because objects of
different size and different mass travel equal while descending. The bigger objects
do not fall quicker than a smaller object and that can only be attributed to one fact; it
can only be true if they weighed the same while falling.
From this one can deduct that gravity is motion or the intent to commit motion and
mass is one the motion of gravity is frustrated by blocking the continuing of the
motion. Gravity is motion of space and mass is the restricting of the motion of space.
Having mass does not bring about gravity but it does restrict gravity’s motion. Gravity
produces mass but mass does not produce gravity. Mass is the restraining motion
and gravity is material moving about. Mass only comes into the application when two
objects filled with space moves into a position where both want to claim space the
other occupy. In essence it still is the frustration of motion and the commitment to
move once the blocking of space is relinquished.
I then with this realised gravity is motion differentiation between objects. While
falling the gravity applies as speed that is putting time in relation to the distance
travelled. While the object falls the motion confirm gravity. When motion ends mass
sets in and becomes constraining the object motion. The motion is still there but
now it is a tendency while the object mass is the rest of the tendency. However mass
then restricts motion and becomes motion tendency. While falling gravity applies and
motion counteracts size, mass or weight. When the Earth restrains further motion of
the falling object is stopped from further movement hindering gravity. The falling
object remains individual and still tends to move while Earth individuality resists
movement. Further movement is disallowed as other material fill space. Remaining
independent the falling object will finally rest and from that motion resistance comes
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mass. Being on the ground makes surface contact and allows a body to become part
of the earth and in that joins with the ground. Being in the air makes a person float
albeit straight down to the ground but still seen from the ground still being afloat.
While falling the object is experiencing gravity because the object is in gravity but
when on the soil the object experience mass which is the restricting of gravity or
motion of the space filled with material.
Moreover, I came to another conclusion of equal importance. When any person is
standing on any place anywhere, while viewing the Universe, that person is filling the
centre of the Universe. Let’s get more personal. When you, the person that is
reading this, are standing at night and is looking at the Universe you are seeing the
Universe from the centre of the Universe. All the light, every single beam that ever
lest any destiny at any time acknowledges this fact. You are the most important
person in the Universe because you are holding the most important position in the
Universe. All the light that come across all of space runs directly in a straight line
towards you filling the centre of the Universe. Not excluding the effort of one photon,
all light is heading to meet you where you are in that centre spot and not one photon
will pass you by. Not one photon dare miss you because if they do they miss the
effort that all light has to accomplish and that is to locate you as the person filling the
centre of the Universe.
Should you decide to shift your position to any other place in the Universe, you will
shift the centre of the Universe to that location as well. If you install a camera on
Mars, the light is obliged to acknowledge your relocating the centre of the Universe
at your will to reposition you’re being that centre of the Universe. All the light that
ever left its destination crossing the vast spaces of the Universe, excluding no
particular light, travelled all the way just to find you filling the centre of the Universe,
right where you are. By you’re standing anywhere, you fill the centre of the Universe,
and the entire Universe admits to that because all the light comes to meet you there.
If you shift from the North Pole to the South Pole you will shift the centre of the
Universe because all the light travelling throughout the Universe will find you where
you then moved the centre of the Universe. The light left its destination billion years
ago as it travelled through space at the speed of light anxious to acknowledge you’re
being in the very centre of the Universe. No photon will pass you by where you are in
the centre of the Universe. No wonder every person born has the idea they were
born to fill the centre of the Universe, which we do fill. The Universe is spinning
around you or I, which is filling a centre where all motion is connected. That is the
Coanda effect on the utter-most grandest scale imaginable; nevertheless it is only a
manifestation of the Coanda effect. It implicates gravity as wide as can be…
While moving objects are experiencing gravity. On Earth, objects experiences mass
by restricting gravity- motion. Persons falling will experiences weightless ness
because of a weightless state while falling. While experiencing unrestricted
gravitational motion a body a3 is = motion T2k as Kepler said gravity is: (a3= T2k).
When motion stops weight or mass forms. Ending gravity-motion produces mass.
Mass cannot produce gravity. Mass is restraining motion leaving gravity as intended
motion. Mass occurs when motion is prevented. While falling gravity applies as
moving individual separate space putting time in relation to distance travelled. Falling
is motion, confirming gravity. Motion ends when mass prevents further motion by
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resting objects leaning against each other. When objects rest against each other
they restricts individual gravity motion. Mass is a substituting factor, compensating
for motion loss. When mass restricts motion gravity becomes the tendency of
motion. Mass counters motion when the Earth restrains further motion of falling
objects. When motion seizes, falling objects remains individual and still tends to
move while Earth individuality resists further movement of falling bodies’ movement.
Mass is restricting motion. Having mass does not bring about gravity but it does
restrict gravity’s motion, which is what brings about mass.
Science thinks why search for the truth when they concocted their own unworkable
version and further it by falsifying facts. I wish to reveal the biggest conspiracy ever
undertaken by any group of people. I too have my own agenda why I reveal the
conspiracy and this conspiracy is so big if you know what it is you will vent your
anger towards me to protect your culture where what this conspiracy hides became
the culture of all civilized persons on earth. I have devoted my life to find out how the
four principles work that nature applies and science rejects. Alas, while every person
thinks science is perfect my work has no place. I prove how nature works but
everybody in science purposely stonewalls me to protect the science status quo.
When hearing what I have to say your reaction will be one of rejecting me violently.
I fight a mighty strong gang of criminals and therefore I need as much help as I can
possibly get. To get the truth out I have to expose untruths you believe. So now you
think that I am going to inform you about another mindlessly stupid conspiracy that
eventually turns out to be as unfounded as all the other untruthful and baseless
conspiracy theories you encountered and you are more than ready and eager to
dismiss this and discard it as another fable out to generate money. We all know
conspiracy theories are feeding on fearfulness to generate money.
Alas, this conspiracy I reveal is so big and involves such a big part of civil culture that
if I even give you the tiniest hint about what it is before you read the book you won’t
investigate the issue further because you will choose to discard these statements
and article as another hoax because it is too big to be believable. Up to now the
overall scale that this issue implicates is so big it is the size of it that keeps the
conspiracy in place and this hugeness it involves makes what the conspiracy hides
so unbelievably believable that this makes the conspiracy undetectable and be
beyond suspicion. With what I am about to inform you I aim to break what you
believe in most and what you believe is so strong it forms the basis of knowledge
you form within your mind. If sportsmen cheat by doping then these people I accuse
can’t cheat because their conduct is exponentially worse and dimensionally more
criminal than sportsmen doping.
Past experiences taught me that when people hear about this they get angry with me
being the messenger and not the complicit culprits. What you believe in as civil
culture is vested in believing what this conspiracy hides so you will have a natural
tendency to also preserve the conspiracy. It shatters what you think is the truth.
Where others make money to conceal the conspiracy my gain is in the revealing of
the conspiracy because the mistakes the conspiracy hides I have the remedy for…
but to generate eagerness in investigating my work I have to reveal the mistakes but
investigating any science is precisely that what those protecting the conspiracy in
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science aren’t willing to do because it became science to cover the conspiracy. If you
help hiding what the conspiracy hides you’re accepted as intellectually superior.
Believe me this is big. Think of the most outrageously big scandal and no, whatever
you think of is still small by comparison. If you think in terms of the Pope that ran off
with an underage prostitute then by comparison its average, not big. This one is big.
It’s bigger than the worst you could even imagine because it reveals the truth about
what you regard as the truth and it is that belief in what you think of as the truth that
supports this hoax and the belief you have in that which this conspiracy protects is
more rock-fast than anything else you believe in or might trust to be the solid truth.
All that I ask of you is just read the book and see what I explain in a few pages and
then decide on the validity of my claims. It will take but a few minutes of your time
but it will change your outlook on what to trust for your entire life. What you trust
most now will prove to be not worthy of your trust.
I show you the book where this mother of all conspiracies started and then in the
book A Conspiracy in Science in Progress I show you how that progressed into
the biggest conspiracy ever! In the book I show how it started and in the book I
elaborate on this conspiracy and show how it is still in progress even today, three
hundred years after it started. It began in 1705 and the falsified facts swept aside all
resistance… ...Then it grew into a fashion and intellectual statement that evolved into
the mother of all the other conspiracies in science. All conspiracies we have in place
about science serves one goal and that is to divert the investigative attention away
from discovering this Mother Conspiracy so as to prevent anyone detecting the
anomaly.
It is hidden so well that in three hundred years no one that isn’t part of science got a
sniff about what the Mother Conspiracy entails. For three hundred years no one
looked! The conspiracy wittingly or otherwise involves us all including you and me.
We all commit to the conspiracy and in the beginning it is unwittingly but keeping a
blindfold becomes an excuse not to think about what is obvious and that becomes a
norm, which preserves the conspiracy in a place as part of the education in science.
This I call brainwashing or another name is study material and learning methods. By
the time that those in science discover the anomaly that science hides, they also
have too many years of devoted study to lose to reveal this conspiracy because they
already are equipped with an education and working in science and so to protect
what they have worked for, they become part of those preserving the conspiracy.
Knowing about any conspiracy doesn’t help because we who constitute to form the
large group of consumer fodder that is considered by the mighty, the rich and the
powerful as the exposable little people that usually can’t change anything, but
knowing about this conspiracy will help because we all can work together to bring out
the truth. If we know where to look we know how not to be tricked by the mighty.
There is a conspiracy covering a conspiracy brought about by another conspiracy to
hide the previous conspiracies and so one supports the other to form a network of
created illusions corrupting science. Mostly I first have to break down the illusions to
reveal the hidden. I show why the corruption is in place. Those covering-up cover-up
can destroy every person that attempt to break the silence but my fortune is that I am
too poor to destroy and too little to break. And this makes my life so insignificant that
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I could care less if any influential academic that uphold the conspiracy even read this
let alone accept my views although the facts I present against them is damning and
so, during the past they ignored me as if I presented the plague. I have nothing that
they can take away or I might lose. My exposing of their corruption can only improve
my position because that is the only way I can show how to replace all the corruption
with truth.
It is simple to discover the mistakes science cover-up. I worked a lifetime to find
solutions, which I have, and that I must introduce but to my shock I found everyone
in science indifferent to admit that the anomaly even exists and so they ignore my
work to protect theirs. To introduce my work they have to admit that the wrong is
there and that they had a conspiracy. …But they are thousands with power; I am
only one and even without a voice.
I am challenging an influential “force” so big it’s been all conquering and unbeatable
and nobody in their midst gives me a chance to speak out or provide an ear to listen
to me. Now I have to blow their cover to get them to realise the game is up and they
have to come clean. In the past they can destroy governments and sideline Kings by
controlling human thought. If you doubt this read the book and see the absolute
unquestionable examples I show about their convictions nature discards. Yet, when
nature rejects an idea science has science throws out nature.
Everybody thinks of those that I accuse of committing this mind control to hide total
corruption as being all-time intellectual saints; those that form the rocks on which
intellect builds its foundation. They are thought to be as white as can be and every
person on earth view them as being more accurate than God Almighty in what they
profess and those I implicate are thought of as the incorruptible pillars of wisdom.
The conspiracy started off in 1705 and from there it progressed while everything that
didn’t agree with the corruption was swept aside by a driving force masked as being
intellectually most superior at the time and this cloak of intellectual godliness still
carries on today. Just a few ordinary questions lay the conspiracy wide open and
expose this huge but obviously missed scandals. Since the beginning everything
written in science still suppresses all doubt about the accuracy it presents while you
can read how a few well-aimed questions totally unmask the credibility of the facts
presented as science truth. You will see es why you should feel alarmed and then if
you now doubt my alarmist-sounding message, in your mind you answer the
questions I pose.
If you can answer the utmost simple questions I raise in the website alone then you
are the only person that are able to do so. Then I am wrong; there is no conspiracy
but if you also can’t answer the simple questions, then ask why are these questions
never asked to those in science and why do those in science never address these
very obvious questions. The questions are so simple a small child should think of
asking it and yet asking those questions goes beyond the mightiest intellectuals on
earth! If you see how simple the questions are that test the accuracy of science you
will immediately recognise the conspiracy for what the conspiracy truly is! Every
conspiracy ever linked to science is in place to protect this conspiracy from
becoming publicly known.
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There is this one conspiracy hiding the entire blunder that Newtonian science at all
costs avoids to get publicity. It seems that I insult the most honest and celebrated
dogma the world ever believed in but also I show what science is and that science
insults nature. Science doesn’t only divert from nature but science ignores nature. I
don’t only cry wolf but I also introduce a new cosmic vision based on how nature
applies four gravity laws and how applying these laws change views drastically about
how the entirety called the Universe is formed by singularity taking on every shape
and space we know.
Are you up to facing the truth about what you thought is more righteous than God?
Then read this and see what those in science hide to make them seem so surreal. In
this book I show you a complot what the truth is about science that everyone
practising in science in whatever controlling way openly in plain view conspires to
hide from the public. Even in something as minor as a website I prove a conspiracy! I
don’t cry conspiracy because I want to show a conspiracy but I do it because it is
there in plain view and moreover it is killing my life long labour trying to correct the
mistakes. If science is as correct as science pretends, my work has no purpose
because why change something that is perfect and the very opposite of this is true?
Where you might think that science is too difficult for you, it is that madness I show to
be part of the conspiracy. Those protecting the conspiracy count on you thinking
science is too difficult and by using that unfounded idea they further hide the
conspiracy. The trust you put in their clever they turn on you to make you believe you
are stupid and that they’re unbelievably clever. See how stupid they are.
Making everyone believe science is too difficult to understand is the shield that
protected this conspiracy by stopping investigations. The conspiracy intends to make
everyone feel inferior because only “intellectuals” can understand science. We must
think we are too stupid to understand it and that keeps the conspiracy alive. That is
the main part of what hides the conspiracy and allow those to hide the truth and
hiding the truth is what upholds the Mother Conspiracy. Therefore I prove that
understanding science involves every soul on earth because to hide the conspiracy
science claims the “ordinary people” are too stupid to understand science.
I believe that knowledge about what science is should be for everybody and not only
a selected few who are hypocrites hiding the truth behind a blanket of superiority. I
began the publishing to publish books for the general public aiming at those with a
more general interest in science in mind so that I can interest everyone by not going
technical. The books aim at a general audience who understand science. My aim is
to make the corruption in science known to all parties and I include every living
person showing interest. Some might understand more than others but everyone
must know natural science and enjoy how the Universe forms according to nature
and show why science prefer to ignore nature to use a falsified version of science.
However there are also books forming part of the series that will rattle the cage of
those who think they are experts in the field and with those books I prove the most
informed intellectuals wrong about science. Read on to read more about what you
will dread is the truth you believe in. This is you worst nightmare in faith that is going
to derail your sense of truthfulness and human intellect.
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A Conspiracy
Conspiracy
in Science in
Progress
Go to A Conspiracy in Science in Progress via these links
XLIBRIS:
https://www.xlibrispublishing.co.uk/bookstore/bookdisplay.aspx?bookid=304386

To have a preview or purchase in PDF go to
ttp://www.lulu.com/content/e-book/a-conspiracy-in-science-in-progress/8352010] Here is a broader and more
comprehensive overview to the book called:

A Conspiracy in Science in Progress

XLIBRIS Price e-Book (UK£ 3.99)
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A Conspiracy in Science in Progress
I asks you not to be scared or feel threatened by the mention of astrophysics because
you are going to find out those experts in astrophysics who pretend to know everything
know less than what you know because what they presume they do know does not
even exist in any form of reality. Astrophysics is a game they play to show off
mathematical skills. However, I show how science breaks natural mathematical laws in
order to make the game they play seem possible. For decades I studied and now I write
about science in Physics concerning Astronomy, Cosmology and everything to do with
Stars, the Universe, the Cosmos or Galactica. What I discovered was that this entire
industry of the study of Astronomy cloaked under a sheet called Astrophysics is carrying
a Conspiracy to hide and conceal the truth… Does this sound outrageous – does such a
remark shock and fill you with disgust? I challenge you to read this book and then still
think it is far-fetched. Realising this as a truth made me research science. I could never
and still don’t understand Newton and when you see what science hides you are going
to see why. At first I searched for a method to prove Newton by finding out what I miss
but instead I discovered a hornet’s nest of dishonesty and cover-ups that is put in place.
That is the reason why I am unable to understand Newton because I believed as much
as I now am convinced that I was never too stupid to understand Newton and now I
prove why I don’t understand Newton. I prove Newton got a lot of things wrong and
everyone since then made it his or her mission to cover-up these misconception. To
stop this leak science is going to want to shoot me down as they wish to keep me quiet.
Read on, wake up, get wise about what it is!
If you are not into the mathematical equations just ignore it because it is to show the
wise how stupid they are. What you are about to read is the mother of all the
conspiracies in science. You are going to read about how science applies a system of
mind control and thought processing. Brainwashing and mind control are dramatic
statements but if you know something is wrong but keep on repeating that which is
wrong and force students to learn and repeat this misconception what else is that but
performing brainwashing by mind control. When you deliberately force the next
generation to repeat mistakes made by the previous generation without controlling the
correctness of facts it translates into thought manipulation. Every conspiracy that
Science ever thought up such as the Critical Density Conspiracy or the Dark Energy
Conspiracy, or any conspiracy connected to science is in place to protect this theory
that those teaching science hide from anyone outside physics and prevent it from
becoming known. I call science criminal because to spread deceit and expect to get
paid for such dubious courtesy shows the same mentality as the Mafia has with the
protection racket. To racketeer by misleading and being paid is criminal behaviour and
they are criminals acting as Mafiosi. Tell me where am I wrong! With the Mother
Conspiracy students in physics are brainwashed by instigating and deliberately
sanctioning acceptance of misinformation on students through their practising of
enforcing thought control, which they forcefully unleash on students. I prove that the
Mother Conspiracy is in place. I reveal the Mother Conspiracy and I show why it is in
place. Go to A Conspiracy in Science in Progress via these links
XLIBRIS: https://www.xlibrispublishing.co.uk/bookstore/bookdisplay.aspx?bookid=304386
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Science in Progress
I am P.S.J. (Peet) Schutte and nobody has ever heard of me in terms of something
said being positive or negative about me. I am the person that wrote the book and I am
poor because I am honest and I tell the truth that nobody in science wants to hear
anything about.
This book reveals what Science in Physics concerning Astronomy, Cosmology hides for
hundred of years. I manage to explain four cosmic keys that built the Universe namely:
The Titius Bode Law; The Lagrangian Points, The Roche limit and the Coanda Effect.
Science effectively ignores these laws. In A Conspiracy in Science in Progress you
are going read about how science belittle nature to hide natural physics and hiding the
truth is the flip side of the mother of all the conspiracies in science in progress, which is
about how science tells nature what nature must be instead of looking and learning from
nature. I’ll introduce you to where and when this conspiracy started, and tell you about
how the conspiracy developed.
Everything in the Universe uses these phenomena namely
1) The Titius Bode Law;
2) The Lagrangian Points,
3) The Roche limit and
4) The Coanda Effect to form the Universe we see and know but science prefers to
ignore these phenomena. Even all my attempts to inform about these phenomena
were lost.
Go to the Internet and look up everyone I mention and see that they are what nature
uses. In science they ignore these phenomena because it disprove the mythology
called Newtonian science and proves the ideology of Astronomy, Cosmology is fantasy
and moreover a religiosity. Not one of these phenomena in nature brought findings that
support Newton although it is what nature applies and where it couldn’t justifiably give
credibility in support Newtonian convictions. Nature dismisses all Newton’s claims
about mass and so they dismiss nature.
In order to maintain Newton’s mismanagement of facts they go against nature. There is
this one conspiracy hiding the entire blunder that Newtonian science avoids to get
publicity at all costs. The mother conspiracy is in place to divert any and all attention
from being detected. If you mistrust my statements then answer this one.
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We have the sun and the comet pulling each other from the dark abyss. The sun is
pulling the comet from where darkness rules.
This happens because the mass of the comet and the mass of the sun is pulling each
other

F = G

M1M 2
. Let’s prove Newton by using the comet as an example of
r2

how well founded this above formula is! It started with the comet in 1705 so lets begin
with the action of a comet.

Force pulling =

G is outer space

Mass of the sun x Mass of the comet
radius between the two above squared

Now we get the Mass of the sun getting hold of the Mass of the comet through the
Gravitational constant and this creates a Force and this Force reduces the square of the
radius. In normal terms the sun is dragging the comet from where the sun don’t shine by
the power of the mass of the sun multiplied by the mass of the comet through the
Gravitational constant which reduces the radius visibly. Newton is a prophet and his
formula shows his genius and his brilliance.
This shows Newton is the biggest genius before Einstein but since no one at the time
heard of Einstein yet, it makes Newton the greatest visionary that any mother gave birth
to. How could humans get to that point without Newton guiding them since man’s
beginning? Newton had an answer about a question the world was looking for and
Halley proved this by proving Newton’s formulas work. Taken from
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main and it reads “it was Newton's friend, editor and
publisher, Edmond Halley, who, in his 1705 Synopsis of the Astronomy of Comets, used
Newton's new laws to calculate the gravitational effects of Jupiter and Saturn on
cometary’s orbits. When they discover these planets they used the Titius Bode law.
They ignored Newton as they then afterwards ignored the Titius Bode law.
This calculation enabled him, after examining historical records, to determine that
the orbital elements of a second comet, which had appeared in 1682, were nearly the
same as those of two comets, which had appeared in 1531 (observed by Petrus
Apianus) and 1607 (observed by Johannes Kepler). Halley thus concluded that all three
comets were in fact the same object returning every 76 years, a period that has since
been amended to every 75–76 years. …And you still wish me believe to they were not
faking the calculations Newton is said to have used in deterring the comet trajectory and
this faking has been
going on since god
knows when?
Now let’s get back to
the wonders of
Newton. The comet
pulls the sun and the
sun pulls right back
and since the comet
is small and the sun
is big it is the comet
that is dragged
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through space unceremoniously and all the way to where it is going to meet its destiny
and that destiny is the sun.
For the period of 1705 this revelation was astonishing. Now the entire Universe new
why a comet was coming to the sun and what drove the comet onwards. It was pure
science magic because it was a FORCE! Nowadays science and only science still
believe in forces because all other intellectuals moved away from magical forces but
physics stick to Newton that discovered magic is alive and well and is in forces
everywhere. No one had an idea why the comet was coming or why the planets were
spinning or why the sun was where the sun was but then God gave the miracle to us
mortals and his father named him Isaac Newton but his followers could have called him
Isaac Newton the Greater-Than-What-We-Ever-Had previously.

The sun got the
neck and wherever the
far the sun doesn’t begin

comet by the scruff of the
comet was hiding in a place so
to shine it is the mass that did all the
pulling.

Let’s run through it again: “it was Newton's friend, editor and publisher, Edmond Halley,
who, in his 1705 Synopsis of the Astronomy of Comets, used and successfully applied
Newton's new laws to calculate the gravitational effects of Jupiter and Saturn on
cometary’s orbits. It is so funny that all Newtonian science ends there where Edmond
Halley used his friend Isaac Newton’s new laws (the pulling by mass from both ends to
create a force).
Then I have taken it ever so slightly further. The sun drags the comet to a point not even
close to where the sun is located. The sun drags the comet to point marked X. How did
the comet know about X when gravity draws whatever gravity draws towards a centre of
whatever is doing the pulling towards the centre. The sun my mass drags the comet by
mass all the way to an unsubscribe point? This is the first we notice

F≠G

M1M2
but
r2

let’s not be small-minded and give the man a chance. After all they are two huge British
brains that are working the plot and they are both smart so lets not sell them short too
quickly.
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Now begins a serious issue of the comet showing much disrespect. The comet is acting
very controversial and bizarre. The comet is breaking laws of no less a man than of Sir
Isaac that founded the
laws forming physics.
The comet is acting as
if it never heard of the
laws of Sir Isaac
Newton and this is no
way for any good
behaved comet to act.
Then the comet passes
the sun merrily. At this
point no scientist refers
to comet’s behaviour in
terms of Newton’s laws
or Halley’s calculations
that has gone to hell or
of a stupid comet that is
going rouge! Without showing any inclination of going to the sun the comet is heading
back to beyond the darkness and on route to where it came from! What did Edmond
Halley’s calculations show that can explain the comet going back into where it is dark
and from where it came to be in the light.
Keep in mind that the comet did not crash into the sun as Newton’s formula suggests it
must do if mass pulls mass. The comet missed the sun by
a solar country mile and passed the sun without even
showing a hiccup. This Edmund Halley knew was going to
happen but this is contrary to the formula of his great friend
Isaac Newton. The comet did not start to circle the sun as it
reduced the orbit and slowed in velocity if the mass of the
sun did pull the comet from far a field. The comet did not
even slow down as it passed and missed the sun but went
on its merry way into wherever it came from.
These controversial indicating facts went past the attention of both Isaac Newton as well
as Edmund Halley. Now why would that be if they both applied Newton’s genius all
inspiring mass pull mass formula

F = G

M1M 2
. Please also keep in mind that
r2

this formula serves as the basis of all physics to this day and not once in modern
science did one of the most brilliant intellectual mathematician genius question this
cover-up hoax.
Okay now not to be hardball or a nutcracker let’s give less thought about the comet
missing its target. Let’s put an eye on to the future of the comet. Let’s solve a riddle
about the powerful force of mass pulling forces around…
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If it was mass that pulled the comet, what at this point is pushing the comet? If mass
brought the comet to the sun what is taking the comet away from the sun? If this is
Newton’s idea how the comet got to where it went in a circle around the sun, what is
getting the comet away from the sun? The
comet is heading into the dark yonder.
At the point the comet misses the collision
with the sun it starts its great escape into
the dark yonder to return again in
seventy-six years according to the brilliant
calculations of the brilliant Edmund
Halley. His brainwave centred on the
comet coming and going. If the comet
came by mass what then pushed the
comet into the darkness because that
could not be on account of mass pulling mass. Newton and his vision had the comet
coming and never gave a thought about the going part. However, in three hundred
years nobody but me thought about this! Do you believe I am the only person in three
hundred years thinking about this controversy and this mismatching of factual outcome?
Can you see some sort of conspiracy to hide a conspiracy to prevent people getting
near to discovering a huge conspiracy in the making?
To underline the conspiracy of presenting falsified facts the comet had to complete
some sort of a circle. It did not just jerk lose when the sun was looking the other way
and the comet broke free to go on the run! Yes but Halley was out to prove the comet
was coming back again and then the pulling and the pushing is in contrast and not just a
one time happening that saved the comet from a sure demise because according to
Newton it had to collide!
When the comet was at its furthest the comet made a turn about and came back to the
sun. That means the comet must be going away for thirty eight years and coming
towards for thirty eight years which implies a neutral “force” forcing two directional
movement and that is not indicative of a “pulling force” that uses mass in one direction,
Then again Newton’s formula showed no such a possibility of coming and going and
this is where the fraud starts. I solve this “riddle” using nature’s laws and prove what
makes the comet come towards which is the same what makes the comet go away but
first I had to dismiss Newton and Halley as fraud.
As I said this is the small one. This was followed by much more open deceiving and I
show how the most brilliant minds they say is out there colluded, as they predicated to
concoct much more elaborate and more far reaching cover-up to keep the real covererup hidden from sight. If you’re the fool that can’t see there was no attempt to rethink this
you’re a foolish sod.
In the past I have had so many smart arses and well educated brainless minds being
the clever ones who pretend to be so educated claiming they are astrophysics and
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trying to explain to me how they are brainwashed in believing Newtonian bogus, now
come along and be smart…tell us what pushes the comet away if it was Newton’s idea
of mass that pulled in the first place? They are so brainwashed, common sense does
not even exist anymore.
With other books there was a line of mindless critics who wished to lesson me up with
Newton telling me to be ashamed of myself in accusing such bright minds as those
prominent academics are. You lot smartest of all, now tell me how does the comet
escape the sun when the mass of the sun dragged the comet all the way from where it
was never seen. If the “mass was able to “pull” the comet from the darkness afar then
the “mass” with al the pulling force will never allow the comet to detach and break free
and be able to escape back into the dark yonder. The Force of the combination of
“mass” establishing this “force” of “pulling power” will never allow the comet to be able
to escape. If you are unable to see this anomaly of the comet “breaking” free from the
“force” of the ”mass” that “pulled” it all the distance to be up close and intimate with the
sun and then find a way to mysteriously become free from the pulling of the sun then
stop reading! If you don’t get it, you are too stupid, too brainwashed or too obstinate to
become part of reality. Stay in your world of dark slumber.
How will anyone ever convince me that I am the first person since 1705 that questioned
the departure of the comet in terms of its arrival process? Will anyone convince you
reading this there is no conspiracy to hide and not to ask questions or to seek the truth,
no matter what? This was one of the questions that convinced me there has to be truth
out there and I then decided to make it my task to seek the truth. Then I found out those
in science were less impressed about my devotion in finding answers and they just did
not wish to know anything.
Now tell me you truly believe I am the first person since Edmund Halley wrote his article
that concluded this incoherent misrepresentation of a fact and then convince me there is
no conspiracy to keep quiet and not to divulge Newtonian mistakes. Do you honestly
believe I am the first person to question this? Did no one think of this in three hundred
years? You still wish to tell me there is not one big colluding in place where physicists
don’t have A Conspiracy in Science in Progress. I also introduce a new cosmic
vision with the entirety called the Universe are formed by singularity taking on every
shape and space we know.
Are you up to facing the truth about what you thought is more righteous than God?
Then read this and see what those in science hide to make them seem so surreal. In
this book I show you a complot that everyone practising in science in whatever
controlling way openly and in plain view conspires to hide the truth about science from
the public. Even in something as minor as this article I prove a conspiracy! I don’t cry
conspiracy because I want to show a conspiracy but I do it because it is there in plain
view and moreover it is killing my life long labour trying to correct the mistakes. If
Newton is as correct as science pretends, my work has no purpose because why
change something that is perfect?
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